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Heat exchangers with phase-change achieve minimal dissipation when there is only a

small temperature difference between the inlet and the outlet on the side of the sensible

heat transfer medium. However, this does not usually occur in applications where these

heat exchangers are typically used. In order to overcome this issue, an innovative proto-

type heat pump was realised. The heat pump was equipped with switchable storage de-

vices to adapt the high temperature difference of the application to small temperature

differences in the condenser. This way, the dissipation in the condenser was minimised,

which led to COP increases by reducing the required mean pressure in the condenser. The

use of storage devices resulted in measured efficiency improvements of 10%e50% in the

prototype. With the described set-up, it is possible to approach the maximal thermody-

namically possible COP, which makes an adaptation of the theoretical assessment of heat

pumps necessary.

ª 2014 Elsevier Ltd and IIR. All rights reserved.
Dispositifs d’entreposage pour des échangeurs de chaleur
avec changement de phase
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1. Introduction

As indicated by Eschmann (2012), since 1998 there has been a

continuous increase in heat pump efficiencies. The improve-

ments havemainly been achieved through the introduction of

scroll compressors and optimised refrigerants. For future

development, further opportunities for the improvement of
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heat pump efficiencies are listed by Adnot et al. (2000). Here,

among others, the main improvements are seen by using

larger heat exchangers and improving electrical efficiency of

the compressor, but no fundamental change of the set-up is

mentioned. The overall improvements of resized heat ex-

changers are estimated with a COP (coefficient of perfor-

mance) improvement of a maximum of 16%. In the following
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Nomenclature

COP Coefficient of performance

COPC COP of a Carnot cycle

COPi Inner COP of a heat pump

COPr Real COP of a heat pump

COPo Outer COP of a heat pump

COPt COP of the trapezoid cycle

COP�
t Corrected COP of the trapezoid cycle

Emech Mechanical energy, J

Ediss Dissipated energy, J

Pel Electrical power, W

Pglob Power of solar radiation on vertical surface, W

Ploss Power losses to environment, W

Pth Thermal power of the heat pump, W
_Q Heat flow, W
_Qy Thermal power yield of collector, W

Th Upper process temp. of a Carnot cycle, K

Tc Lower process temp. of a Carnot cycle, K

Tm Logarithmic mean temperature, K

TI Start temp. in heat exchanger, K

TII End temp. in heat exchanger, K

T1 End temp. of heat sink fluid, K

T2 Start temp. of heat sink fluid, K

T3 Start temp. of heat source fluid, K

T4 End temp. of heat source fluid, K

Tt,l/r Water temperature at the top flange of left/right

storage device, �C
Tb,l/r Water temperature at the bottom flange of left/

right storage device, �C
Tf Flow temperature, K

Tr Return temperature, K

Ta Temperature of solar absorber, K

Tamb Ambient temperature, K

a1 Linear heat loss coefficient, W m�2 K�1

cp Specific heat capacity of water, J kg�1 K�1

_m Mass flow, kg s�1

_m1 Charging mass flow, kg s�1

_m2 Discharging mass flow, kg s�1

mdev Water mass in each storage device, kg

Dtsw Time interval between storage device

switching, min

DTdiss Temp. difference describing dissipative losses,

K

DT1 Temperature spread of charging cycle, K

DT2 Temperature spread of discharging cycle, K

a Solar absorption coefficient

h Collector efficiency

z Exergetic efficiency

s Solar transmission coefficient

Fig. 1 e Entropy temperature diagram of a vapor

compression cycle for R134a. Refrigerant data according to

American Society of Heating and Engineers (2005).
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passage, the main dissipation problems in heat exchangers

are described and a possible solution to significantly reduce

dissipation is presented.

Conventional compression heat pumps and cooling units

contain condensers and evaporators, in which heat is trans-

ferred from the heat source to the refrigerant and from the

refrigerant to the heat sink. Ideal evaporators or condensers
mainly show one horizontal curve in the Temper-

atureeEntropy (TeS) diagram (Stephan et al., 2008) for the

condensed/evaporated fluid and one exponential curve for the

sensible fluid. The absolute Entropy S is used here in order to

include the entropies of the heat transfer liquid in the same

diagram. The area between the curves of the heat transfer

liquid and the refrigerant correlates with the exergy losses in

the heat exchanger. Thus, the heat transfer in the condenser

and evaporator occurs withminimal dissipationwhen there is

only a small temperature difference between the inlet and

outlet for both the heat source fluid and the heat sink fluid.

Since typical applications of heat pumps and cooling units

require a certain temperature difference between inlet and

outlet, a possibility to adapt these required high temperature

differences to small temperature differences in the heat ex-

changers is needed. A solution can be found by using storage

devices that convert the high temperature difference of a

thermal source or a thermal sink to a low temperature dif-

ference in the condenser or the evaporator.With this solution,

dissipation is reduced and efficiency is increased.

Fig. 1 shows an example of a vapor compression cycle in a

T-S diagram with (1 kg) R134a as refrigerant. The heat source

is ground water at 10 �C. The heat sink is water used for space

heating, heated from 30 �C to 50 �C. The two arrows indicate

the temperature progression of the heat source and the heat

sink within the heat exchangers. The conventional vapor

compression cycle line is indicated as a dotted line. The size of

the area surrounded by the cycle line and the arrows (toned

areas) is proportional to the exergy dissipation caused by the

heat transfer in the heat exchangers. The total size of the area

enclosed by the cycle line is proportional to the theoretically

required mechanical power driving the cycle. The diagram

shows an example of a low dissipative heat transfer in the

evaporator (lower toned area) and a high dissipative heat

transfer in the condenser (upper toned area).

The quality of vapor compression cycles is typically indi-

cated by the coefficient of performance (COP), which is defined

as the ratio of useful heat flow output _Q to required electrical
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Fig. 2 e Heat pump scheme with locations of temperatures

T1, T2, T3 and T4.

Fig. 3 e System of heat pump and rest system with storage

devices in between.
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power for the compressor and the auxiliaries Pel (Baehr and

Kabelac, 2009; Recknagel et al., 2012):

COP ¼
_Q
Pel

(1)

In this document, this definition of the COP will be referred

to as real COP, COPr.

In the following, a common vapor compression cycle with

a single component refrigerant and isobaric condensation and

evaporation is considered. This vapor compression cycle ap-

proximates a rectangle in the TeS-diagram. Therefore the

reference cycle of the vapor compression cycle is the Carnot

cycle. With Th and Tc as defined upper and lower process

temperatures, the Carnot COP, COPC, is expressed as:

COPC ¼ Th

Th � Tc
¼ fðTh;TcÞ (2)

In technical applications, it is common to respectively

approximate Th and Tc with the heat sink and heat source end

temperature. The resulting COP is referred to as the inner COP,

COPi. The condensation and the evaporation temperature of

the refrigerant can alternatively be used to approximate the

heat sink and heat source temperature. This is practical since

the evaporation and condensation temperature are easily

accessible (Recknagel et al., 2012).

Due to dissipative losses, the real COP, COPr is always lower

than COPi. A constant ratio between COPr and COPi can be

defined, which is commonly referred to as the exergetic effi-

ciency, realisation factor or efficiency factor, z (Wemhöner

and Afjei, 2003; Pärisch et al., 2012; Ertesvåg, 2011; Baehr and

Kabelac, 2009).

z ¼ COPr

COPi
< 1 (3)

Typically achievable values for z are in the range of

0.35e0.5 (Recknagel et al., 2012; Zottl et al., 2012; Russ et al.,

2010).

In a thermodynamically more correct presentation, the so-

called logarithmic mean temperature difference of the heat

sink and the heat source can be used in formula 2 as the upper

and lower process temperatures as done by Pärisch et al.

(2012). The logarithmic mean temperature is defined as (Kay

and Nedderman, 1985; Baehr and Kabelac, 2009):

Tm ¼ TI � TII

lnðTI=TIIÞ (4)

In the named context, TI is the according inlet temperature

in the evaporator or the condenser, and TII the according

outlet temperature of the heat source or the heat sink liquid.

The Carnot COP calculated with the logarithmic mean tem-

peratures of the heat sink and the heat source as the upper

and lower process temperature is referred to as the outer COP,

COPo (Recknagel et al., 2012). The outer COP will always as-

sume higher values than the inner COP.

It is noteworthy that the area of the rectangle defined by

the logarithmic temperatures in the TeS-diagram is identical

to the area defined by the exponential functions of the source

and sink temperature. These curves approximate a trapezoid

shape. The authors therefore suggest to call cycles approxi-

mating this ideal shape ”trapezoid cycles”. The COP of the
trapezoid cycle, COPt, is identical to COPo. The trapezoid cycle

COP can then be expressed as following (Löffler, 2006):

COPt ¼ T1 � T2

T1 � T2 � ðT3 � T4Þ� lnðT1=T2Þ
lnðT3=T4Þ

(5)

T1 and T2 are the outlet and the inlet temperature of the heat

sink in the condenser and T3 and T4 the inlet and the outlet

temperature of the heat source in the evaporator (cf. Fig. 2).

If the mass flow of the heat source is sufficiently high, the

difference between T3 and T4 in the heat source is negligible. In

this case e using L’Hôpital’s rule e the definition of COPt fol-

lows as:

lim
ðT3�T4Þ/0

ðCOPtÞ ¼ T1 � T2

T1 � T2 � T3�lnðT1=T2Þ (6)

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Experimental set-up

The theoretical examination indicates that low temperature

differences of the heat sink liquid (here defined as

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijrefrig.2014.04.016
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Fig. 4 e Schematic progression of temperatures at the top

and the bottom of both storage devices during two cycles.

Fig. 5 e Photo of the prototype.

Fig. 6 e COP measurements for a heat pump with (blue and

red dots), and without (orange dots) storage devices and

theoretical predictions (green and orange curve) for

T1 [ 42 �C, T3 [ 10 �C and z [ 0.4. (For interpretation of the

references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is

referred to the web version of this article.)
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temperature spread) in the condenser will increase the con-

densers exergetic efficiency. The following section provides a

description of a technical realisation of a prototype heat pump

in which temperature spreads in the condenser are kept at a

minimum while providing heated water at the required high

temperature spread. This is achieved by using water filled

storage devices.

Fig. 3 shows a scheme of the prototypewith storage devices

(S1 and S2) on the condenser side. R1 and R2 are check valves;

V1 and V2, and V3 and V4 are zone valves. The storage devices

are placed between the heat pump’s condenser and the buffer

tank. While one of the storage devices (e.g. S1) is heated up

with a small temperature spread DT1 of about 2 K and high

mass flow, the other storage device (e.g. S2) is discharged into

the buffer tank with a small mass flow and the high temper-

ature spread DT2 that is targeted for the buffer tank.1 After

charging and discharging is completed, the two storage de-

vices are switched over with the zone valves. Charging and

discharging begins again. This switching is continued until

the demand for hot water in the buffer tank is fulfilled.

In order to assure that the charging and discharging of the

storage devices take the same time period, the charging mass

flow _m1 provided by pump 1 (P1) and the discharging mass

flow _m2 provided by pump 2 (P2) are adjusted to have the

following relation2:

_m1�DT1z _m2�DT2 (7)

If the right term is larger than the left term, the buffer tank

is charged discontinuously (P2 has pausing periods) If the left

term is larger than the right term, the heat pump has to be

operated discontinuously (P1 has pausing periods), which

typically should be avoided.

Fig. 4 shows the schematic temperature progressions at

the top and the bottom of both storage devices (c.f. Tt,r, Tb,r, Tt,l
1 For an application for floor heating system, this targeted
temperature spread could for example be 22C/32C; for a radiators
heating system 30C/50C or for drinking hot water preparation
10C/60C.

2 Under the assumption of a constant specific heat capacity
cp ¼ const.
and Tb,l in Fig. 3) for an exemplary operation point. According

measured values are presented by Löffler (2012).

The time interval between switching operations of the

storage devices Dtsw depends on DT2, the water mass in each

storage device mdev, the specific heat capacity of water cp and

the thermal power of the heat pump Pth:

Dtsw ¼ mdev�cp�DT2

Pth
(8)

The prototype shown in Fig. 3 was successfully tested.

Fig. 5 shows a photo of the prototype installed in Waghäusel

(Germany). A ground water heat pump with a thermal power

of 4 kW (Löffler, 2012) was used. The average ground water

temperature was 12 �C; the targeted buffer flow temperature

was 42 �C and its return temperature varied between 12 �C and

37 �C; i.e. DT2 ¼ 5 Ke30 K. The dimensioning of the storage

devices for the prototype was conducted so that Dtsw assumes

significantly larger values than the switching times of the

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijrefrig.2014.04.016
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Fig. 7 e Schematic TeS-Diagrams with proportional (left)

and constant (right) dissipation.

Fig. 8 e COP measurements for a heat pump with (blue and

red dots), and without (orange dots) storage devices, and

proposed theoretical approximation (green). T1 [ 42 �C,
T3 [ 10 �C, z [ 0.4 and DTdiss [ 34 K. (For interpretation of

the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is

referred to the web version of this article.)

Table 1 e Cost of parts of the storage device prototype.

# Part Gross Net Total

V V V

1 Pump P2 47.90 40.25 40.25

2 Zone valve 38.48 32.31 64.62

3 Check valve 2.83 2.38 7.14

1 PP pipe 200 47.30 39.75 39.75

Tot 151.76
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valves (z3s). A volume of 40 L was chosen as a compromise

between sufficiently high Dtsw, and economy and space.

However, the choice of the storage device volume holds

further optimisation potential. In the case of the prototype

and the named operation conditions, Dtsw assumes values in

between 3.5 min and 21 min.
3 The measurement results were presented at the European
Symposium on applied Thermodynamics 2012 (ESAT 2012), www.
esat2012.com.
2.2. Uncertainty analysis

The COP was determined indirectly from measurements of

the electric power input Pel for the compressor and the pumps,

and the heat flow output _Q, whereas _Q is measured as the

product of the difference of the flow and the return temper-

ature Tf, Tr, the mass flow _m and the specific heat capacity of

water cp.

COPr ¼

Z
cp� _m��Tf � Tr

�
dtZ

Peldt
(9)

For the measurement of the temperatures, thermocouples

(K-type) were used. In their calibrated state, an observational

error of DT¼�0.1 K has to be taken into account. Mass flow
meters were calibrated with observational errors of D _m
_m < 0.5%.

The electric counter measuring the electricity consumption of

the compressor and the pumps had an observational error of

DPel/Pel < 1%.

The named uncertainty margins propagate to the relative

maximal measurement error of the COP, DCOP/COP, as fol-

lows (Eichler et al., 2006):

DCOP
COP

¼ D _m
_m

þ DTf þ DTr

Tf � Tr
þ DPel

Pel
(10)

The maximal measurement error can then be stated as:

DCOP
COP

¼ 1:5
100

þ 0:2 K
Tf � Tr

(11)
3. Results and discussion

In Fig. 6, COPs of a conventional heat pump (circle markers)

are compared with those of the heat pump prototype with

storage devices (square and diamond markers).3 The dotted

line represents the calculated inner COP multiplied with a

constant efficiency factor of zeta ¼ 0.4. The solid line repre-

sents the outer COP multiplied with a constant efficiency

factor of zeta ¼ 0.4$.

The COPs are plotted over the starting temperature of the

heat sink T2. The square markers indicate when water has

been heated in the right storage device while the diamond

markers indicate that water has been heated in the left stor-

age device. The error bars correspond to the previously

defined maximal measurement error.

The measured results show a COP improvement of 20%e

30% in the prototype over the typical working range of a heat

pump (T2 ¼ 25 �Ce35 �C).
The results are significantly different from the theoretical

COP prediction according to equation (3): Starting from low

values of T2, the theoretical prediction overestimates the

measured results. Starting from high values of T2, the theo-

retical prediction underestimates the measured results. Ac-

cording to equation (3) we assumed the dissipated energy to

be proportional to the required mechanical energy, Emech. If,

however the dissipative losses Ediss e resulting from the heat

exchangers, the pumps and the compressor e are assumed to

be constant (Ediss ¼ const), more accurate predictions of the

measured values may be established.
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Fig. 9 e Average efficiency of thermal collectors in

December (Germany) at 0 �C outdoor temperature.

Table 2 e Collector data; s*a and a1.

Unit s*a a1

e W m�2 K�1

Single glazed 0.84 3.47

Vacuum 0.81 1.43

SolarWall� 0.95 4.80

Concrete 0.95 20.00
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Fig. 7 illustrates the difference between the conventional

proportional approach and the proposed constant approach to

estimate the dissipation. DTdiss is a temperature difference

proportional to the dissipation Ediss.
4

If a constant dissipation is assumed, equation (6) can be

extended to calculate the corrected trapezoid COP, COP�
t :

COP�
t ¼

T1 � T2

T1 � T2 � ðT3 � DTdissÞ�ln
�

T1
T2

� (12)

Fig. 8 shows the measured values and, additionally, the

theoretical prediction according to equation (12). The value of

DTdiss used for this curve was estimated from the measure-

ments. It here was assumed to be 34 K.
5 http://www.feka.ch, accessed: Jan. 2013.
6 http://www.fercher.at, accessed: Jan. 2013.
7 http://www.menerga.com, accessed: Jan. 2013.
8 http://www.hei-tech.nl, accessed: Jan. 2013.
9 Original title: Dezentrale Abwasserwärmerückgewinnung zur

Steigerung der Energieeffizienz von Gebäuden; Project reference:
20128035659.
10 Solar collector with one glass panel as covering.
4. Outlook

The following section provides examples of the technical and

economic potential of implementing storage devices in vapor

compression cycle applications.

4.1. Economic evaluation

Table 1 shows a list of required components. The costs are

valid for single components. The costs for insulationmaterial,

pipes, sensors, transport and manpower for the prototype are

not included. The control of the valves can be carried out by

the heat pump control system and therefore does not create

additional costs. As only relatively small storage devices are

required, the storage device could be integrated into the heat

pump casing. For the prototype heat pump, two 40 L storage

devices were used, but two 10 L may have been sufficient. A

total of V 152 for the material costs can be estimated.

4.2. Heat sources

By using storage devices on the evaporator side, heat sources

may be used more efficiently. On one side, heat extraction

from traditional sources such as ambient air, ground water
4 In TeS-Diagramm a constant dissipation Ediss can be
described by a temperature difference DTdiss.
and geothermal heat can be increased. On the other side, so

far only rarely exploited heat sources such as industrial waste

heat (c.f: Feka,5 Fercher6 and Menerga7) or waste heat from

buildings (c.f. Hei-Tech8 or Fraunhofer-IRB project on decen-

tralised heat recovery from sewage water for the improve-

ment of energy efficiency in buildings9) can be made more

easily accessible, as the storage devices allow to cool down the

heat sources more, thus increasing the exploitation of the

heat sources.

Another opportunity is seen in increasing the efficiency of

low-cost solar collectors. Solar collectors are more efficient

when they are used at lower absorber temperature levels and

usually do not achieve high efficiencies at low outside tem-

peratures if absorber temperatures of above 30 �C are targeted.

If, however, the absorber fluid is cold (e.g. a mean absorber

temperature of 10 �C), collector efficiencies of about 50% can

be reached, evenwith low cost collectors such as single glazed

collectors or air collectors.

In Fig. 9, the efficiencies of solar collectors are plotted over

the mean absorber temperature for different solar collector

technologies on an average December day in the South-West

of Germany. Concrete here is to be understood as non-

glazed concrete walls with heat exchanger pipes inside and

Vacuum as vacuum collectors. The collector efficiencies were

calculated according to the following equation:

h ¼

Z
_QydtZ

PglobðtÞdt
¼ a � s�

Z
PlossdtZ

PglobðtÞdt
(13)

The value Pglob is to be understood as the power of the solar

radiation on a flat, vertical and south oriented surface, _Qy is

the thermal power yield of the collector, and Ploss the ac-

cording heat losses to the environment. Ploss is approximated

here with the linear heat loss coefficient a1 of the collector, the

absorber temperature Ta and the ambient temperature Tamb:

Ploss ¼ a1�ðTa � TambÞ (14)

Values for a*s and a1 for typical vacuum and single-glazed

collectors10 were extracted from the database provided by the

SPF Institut für Solartechnik, Rapperswil.11 The SolarWall�12
11 http://www.solarenergy.ch/.
12 Air collector with suction of thermal boundary layer, non-

selective absorber coating.
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and the concrete collector were assumed to be unglazed and

infra-red black. Their value a*s is assumed to be 0.95, the

linear loss coefficient a1 is assumed with 20 W m�2 K�1 (con-

vection and radiation) for the concrete collector and

4.8 W m�2 K�1 (only radiation) for the SolarWall�. The ac-

cording values can be found in Table 2.

It can be observed that single-glazed and SolarWall� col-

lectors reach efficiencies of about 50% when they are used to

heat water from 5 �C to 15 �C. This temperature levels are

sufficient to serve as a heat source for a high efficient heat

pump.
4.3. Heat sinks

Radiators are the most common devices used to transfer heat

from water to air in space heating applications. The temper-

ature levels of the flow and return water are mainly regulated

according to the outdoor temperature: the colder the outdoor

temperature, the higher the flow temperature and the tem-

perature spread. Systems are usually designed to operate at

temperature spreads between 5 K and 20 K. In reality, tem-

perature spreads assume higher values because of several

factors: over-dimensioning of radiators, secure performance

of heating system or over estimation of heat losses (Löffler,

2010). Storage devices may increase the COP of a heat pump

providing heat for radiators by adapting high temperature

spreads of the radiators to low temperature spreads of the

vapor compression cycle. Floor heating systems already work

with low spreads of 5 Ke15 K, therefore only minor improve-

ments of the COP can theoretically be achieved by the appli-

cation of storage devices. Domestic hot water is typically

heated from around 10 �C13 to between 50 �C and 60 �C. The
COP of heat pumps used to warm domestic hot water is about

2e3 (Stiftung Warentest, 2007; Auer and Schote, 2009). The

high spread and the poor heat transfer mechanism (e.g.

buoyancy forced convection in domestic hot water tanks) lead

to strong dissipation and comparably small COPs. Referring to

the TeS diagram, it can easily be shown that by integrating

storage devices into the system, COP improvements of more

than 50% are feasible at typical heat source temperature

levels.
5. Conclusion

This paper proposes a fundamentally enhanced set-up to

adapt heat sources and heat sinks to vapor compression cy-

cles. For the theoretical analysis, typical approaches to eval-

uate the COP of heat pumps are explicated and the commonly

ignored exergetic dissipation in heat exchangers exposed.

Finally, an improved vapor compression cycle is proposed in

which storage devices are used to minimise exergy losses in

the evaporator. The implementation of the improved vapor

compression cycle into a prototype is illustrated and the re-

sults of the testing of the prototype discussed.
13 10 C equals the average ground water temperature in Ger-
many (derived from the annual average of the ambient air
temperature).
The prototype proves that substantial energy savings in

heat pumps and cooling systems can be achieved by using

storage devices. The storage devices are used to adapt heat

sources and heat sinks to vapor compression cycles. The low-

cost and simple prototype, made with market available parts,

has realised trapezoid-shaped cycles. This led to increases in

the effectiveness of the condenser thus improving COPs by

10%e50%, depending on the temperature levels. This is a

feasible and widely usable concept with clear economic ben-

efits. Development of further prototypes with suitable part-

ners in all existing fields is envisaged to further analyse and

validate the potential of the findings.
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